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told me that, if those Barbarians saw me keep my
thumb, they would make me eat it and swallow it all
raw; and that, therefore, I should throw it away
somewhere. I obey him instantly. They used a
scallop or an oyster-shell for cutting off the right
thumb of the other Frenchman, so as to cause him
more pain. The blood flowing from our wounds in
so great abundance that we were likely to fall in a
swoon, a Hiroquois — tearing off a little end of my
shirt, which alone had been left to me — bound them
up for us; and that was all the dressing and all the
medical treatment applied to them.

" Evening having come, they made us descend, in
order to be taken into the cabins as the sport of the
children. They gave us for food a very little Indian
corn, simply boiled in water; then they made us lie
down on pieces of bark, binding us by the arms and
the feet to four stakes fastened in the ground in the
shape of saint Andrew's Cross. The children, in
order to learn the cruelty of their parents, threw
coals and burning cinders on our stomachs,— taking
pleasure in seeing us broil [78] and roast. Oh, my
God, what nights! To remain always in an extremely
constrained position; to be unable to stir or to
turn, under the attack of countless vermin which
assailed us on all sides; to be burdened with wounds,
some recent and others all putrid; not to have
sustenance for the half of one's life: in truth, these
torments are great, but God is infinite. At Sunrise,
they led us back upon our scaffold, where we spent
three days and three nights in the sufferings that I
have just described.

"The three days having expired, they parade us
into two other villages, where we make our entrance


